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Background

The knight killed ...
(a) the dragon and fell to the ground.
(b) by the dragon fell to the ground.

• In isolation, (b) can lead to a reading time slow
down, known as a garden path effect

Context alleviates garden-path effects

Humans can use discourse context to accommodate
conversational implicatures of the relative clause in (b)
(Altmann and Steedman, 1988; Spivey-Knowlton et al,
1993; Trueswell and Tanenhaus, 1991)

• Referent contexts (i.e. contexts with two referents)
alleviate garden-path effects
• Temporal contexts (i.e. future contexts) alleviate
garden path effects

Neural Network Language Models

• 10 RNN LMs trained on 80 million words of
Wikipedia text
• 5 trained on data shuffled by sentence to remove
discourse cues during training (as in the widely used
model from Gulordava et al. 2018)
• 5 trained on sentences in their original order
• Measured information theoretical surprisal (Hale,
2001; Levy, 2008)

surprisal(wi) = −log P(wi|w1...wi−1)

Research Question

Humans have been claimed to use event knowledge for encoding discourse. Can the
knowledge used in human-like garden path alleviation be learned from linguistic
data alone, using recurrent neural network (RNN) language models (LMs)?

Figure 1: Differences between RNN LM surprisals. (a) between the verb+by region in a re-
duced versus unreduced relative clause (garden path effect). (b1) and (b2) when the reduced
relative verb+by region is preceded by a garden-path supporting context ((b1) contexts with
a single referent and (b2) past contexts) and when preceded by a garden-path alleviating
context ((b1) contexts with two referents and (b2) future contexts).

Stimuli

from Spivey-Knowlton et al (1993) from Trueswell and Tanenhaus (1991)

Conclusion

• Both training conditions (i.e. with or without
discourse contexts) exhibit garden path effects
• Referent and temporal contexts reduce the
garden-path effect for only the RNN LMs trained
on ordered data
• Multi-sentence discourse effects on sentence
processing can be acquired from linguistic data
alone

Discussion

• RNN LMs learn some pragmatic uses of relative
clauses (i.e. to distinguish between entities of the same
type) and tense (i.e. discourse about the future is
likely to continue referring to the future)
• Humans may use event knowledge (Altmann and
Ekves, 2019), but RNN LMs can capture these
patterns; therefore, these patterns are, to some degree,
learnable from language data alone
• Points to two alternatives: 1) garden path alleviation
may not be evidence of the use of event knowledge in
humans, or 2) aspects of pragmatic reasoning are
learnable from just language data.
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